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DATA WRANGLING AND VISUALIZATION LABORATORY 
 

V Semester: CSE(DS) 

Course Code Category Hours / Week Credits Maximum Marks 

ACDC09 Core 
L T P C CIA SEE Total 

0 0 3 1.5 30 70 100 

Contact Classes: Nil Tutorial Classes: Nil Practical Classes: 36 Total Classes: 36 

Prerequisite: Python Programming Laboratory 

  I. COURSE OVERVIEW: 

Data wrangling is the process of cleaning and unifying messy and complex data sets for easy access and analysis. 

In this  laboratory course  the  experiments  are designed  for  importing  of data  from CSV and PDF files, data 

clean-up  tasks  such  as  elimination  of  bad  data,  duplicates  and  outliers, and data conditioning steps such as 

normalization and  standardization. The  laboratory  also  has some experiments for data exploration, and for 

providing statistical summaries of the given dataset. Experiments on data visualizations: plots, charts, maps, 

histograms, correlation plots, etc and an experiment on the design of web scraper are also included. The laboratory 

course also provides some critical thinking experiments to enhance the  learning. The design skills gained in this  

laboratory course are quite useful for full-fledged real-world data analysis needed for an entry-level data science 

engineer. 

 

II. COURSE OBJECTIVES: 

The students will try to learn: 

I The importing (exporting) data from (to) Excel, CSV, JSON and XML files. 

II The working with data frames using Pandas. 

III The data exploration & statistical summarization 

IV The web scraping using Python. 

 

III. COURSE OUTCOMES: 

After successful completion of the course, students should be able to: 

CO 1 Demonstrate the vector and the matrix operations using numpy library in python 

environment. 

Apply 

CO 2 Experiment with Read, write, and data manipulations of Excel, CSV, JSON, 

PDF and XML files in Python. 

Apply 

CO 3 Apply the data clean-up and formatting operations on the given dataset to prepare it 

ready for further exploration. 

Apply 

CO 4 Analyze the data statistically to find correlations and patterns in the data. Analyze 

CO 5 Analyze the data using visual representations for understanding the statistical 

summaries and patterns. 

Analyze 

CO 6 Make use of python libraraies  to fetch content from a web page. Apply 

 

IV. COURSE SYLLABUS: 

Week-1: NUMPY 

Introduction to Python libraries: NumPy, SciPy, Pandas, Matplotlib, Scikit-Learn 

Write a Python program to do the following operations: 

Library: NumPy 

a) Write a program to create a 3x3 matrix with values ranging from 2 to 10 

b) Write a program to create a null vector of size 10 and update sixth value to 11 

c) Write a program to multiply a 5x3 matrix by a 3x2 matrix and create a real matrix product. 

d) Write a program to create a 8x8 matrix and fill it with a checkerboard pattern 

e) Write a program to find the real and imaginary parts of an array of complex numbers 

f) Write a program compare two given arrays. 

 

Week-2: FILE HANDLING 

a) Write a program to read each row from a given csv file and print a list of strings. 

b) Write a program to read a given CSV file as a dictionary. 

c) Write a program to convert Python dictionary object (sort by key) to CSV File. Print the object members with 

indent level 7. 

 

Week-3: FILE HANDLING 

a) Demonstrate Serializing Data with XML and JSON: 
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i) Working with XML modules in Python 

ii) Start with Element Tree 

iii) Parsing XML 

iv) Updating an XML tree 

v) Creating a new document 

vi) YAML, other formats as time permits 

 

b) i) Reading, Writing JSON 

     ii) Write a Python program to convert Python dictionary object (sort by key) to JSON data. 

 

Week-4: DATA FRAMES  

Note: Using PANDAS Library Functions 

Write a Pandas program to create and display a DataFrame from a specified dictionary data which has the index 

labels.  

 

Sample Python dictionary data and list labels: 

exam_data = {'name': ['Anastasia', 'Dima', 'Katherine', 'James', 'Emily', 'Michael', 'Matthew', 'Laura', 'Kevin',  

'Jonas'], 

'score': [12.5, 9, 16.5, np.nan, 9, 20, 14.5, np.nan, 8, 19], 

'attempts': [1, 3, 2, 3, 2, 3, 1, 1, 2, 1], 

'qualify': ['yes', 'no', 'yes', 'no', 'no', 'yes', 'yes', 'no', 'no', 'yes']} 

labels = ['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e', 'f', 'g', 'h', 'i', 'j'] 

a) Write a program to select the 'name' and 'score' columns from the given DataFrame. 

b) Write a program to select the rows where the number of attempts in the examination is greater than 2. 

c) Write a program to count the number of rows and columns of a DataFrame. 

d) Write a program to select the rows the score is between 15 and 20. 

e) Write a program to calculate the mean score for each different student in DataFrame. 

f) Write a program to delete the 'attempts' column from the DataFrame. 

 

Week-5: READING AND WRITING FILES FROM A DATA SET 

Write a Python program to do the following operations: 

Data set: brain_size.csv 

Library: Pandas 

a) Loading data from CSV file 

b) Compute the basic statistics of given data - shape, no. of columns, mean 

c) Splitting a data frame on values of categorical variables 

d) Visualize data using Scatter plot 

 

Week-6: TIME SERIES 

 a) Demonstrate Basic date and time classes, Different time formats, converting between formats, Formatting 

dates 

and times, Parsing date/time information. 

 b) Write a program that reads the current time and converts it to a time of day in hours, minutes, and seconds,  

plus   thenumber of days since the epoch. 

 c) Write a program to create a date from a given year, month, day, and another date from a given string formats. 

 d) Write a program to print the day after and before a specified date. Also print the days between two given dates. 

 e) Write a program to create a time-series with two index labels and random values. Also print the type of the 

index. 

 f) Write a program to create a series of Timestamps from a DataFrame of integer or string columns and create a 

series of Timestamps using specified columns. 

 

Week-7: PLOTTING 

Consider the given test data of Historical stock prices of Alphabet Inc. (GOOG) 

Time Period: April 01, 2020 - October 01, 2020 

File path: https://www.w3resource.com/python-exercises/pandas/plotting/alphabet_stock_data.csv 

a) Write a program to create a line plot of the historical stock prices of Alphabet Inc. between two specific dates. 

b) Write a program to create a bar plot of opening, closing stock prices of Alphabet Inc. between two specific 

dates. 

c) Write a program to create a stacked bar plot of opening, closing stock prices of Alphabet Inc. between two 

specific dates. 

d) Write a program to create a histograms plot of opening, closing, high, low stock prices of Alphabet Inc. 

between two specific dates. 

e) Write a program to create a plot of Open, High, Low, Close, Adjusted Closing prices and Volume of Alphabet 

Inc. between two specific dates. 
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f) Write a program to create a plot to visualize daily percentage returns of Alphabet Inc. stock price between two 

specific dates. 

Week-8: DATA PREPROCESSING – HANDLING MISSING VALUES 

Consider the following test data and do the following 

Test Data: 

ord_no purch_amtord_date  customer_id salesman_id 

0   70001.0      150.50   2012-10-05          3002         5002.0 

1       NaN 270.65   2012-09-10          3001         5003.0 

2   70002.0       65.26          NaN 3001         5001.0 

3   70004.0      110.50   2012-08-17          3003            NaN 

4       NaN 948.50   2012-09-10          3002         5002.0 

5   70005.0     2400.60   2012-07-27          3001         5001.0 

6       NaN 5760.00   2012-09-10          3001         5001.0 

7   70010.0     1983.43   2012-10-10          3004            NaN 

8   70003.0     2480.40   2012-10-10          3003         5003.0 

9   70012.0      NaN 2012-06-27          3002         NaN 

10      NaN 75.29   2012-08-17          3001         5003.0 

11  70013.0     3045.60   2012-04-25 3001            NaN 

12  NaN  NaN NaN  NaN  NaN 

 

a) Write a program to identify the column(s) of a given DataFrame which have at least one missing value. 

b) Write a program to count the number of missing values in each column of a given DataFrame. 

c) Write a program to find and replace the missing values in a given DataFrame which do not have any valuable 

information. 

d) Write a program to drop the rows where at least one element is missing in a given DataFrame. 

e) Write a program to drop the columns where at least one element is missing in a given DataFrame. 

f)  Write a program to drop the rows where all elements are missing in a given DataFrame.  

 

Week-9: EXCEL DATA ANALYSIS 

Write a program to import excel data (coalpublic2013.xls) into a Pandas data frame and process the following 

File path: https://github.com/jbwhit/coal-exploration/blob/master/data/cleaned_coalpublic2013.csv 

 

a) Write a program to import excel data (coalpublic2013.xlsx ) into a Pandas dataframe. 

b) Write a program to get the data types of the given excel data 

c) Write a program to find the sum, mean, max, min value of 'Production (short tons)' column of 

coalpublic2013.xlsx file. 

d) Write a program to read specific columns from a given excel file. 

e) Write a program to insert a column in the sixth position of the said excel sheet and fill it with NaN values. 

f) Write a program to import excel data (coalpublic2013.xlsx ) into a dataframe and find details where "Mine 

Name" starts with "P". 

g) Write a program to import excel data (coalpublic2013.xlsx ) into a dataframe and find details where "Labor 

Hours" > 20000. 

 

Week-10: PDF FILES 

a. Develop a python program to parse the pdf files using PDFMiner. 

b. Extract the Table from the child labor and child marriage data.xlsx using PDFTables library  

 

Week-11: CORRELATIONS 

a.  Import the data into `agate` then explores the table using agate methods and perform statistical correlations 

b. Draw the chart between perceived corruption scores compared to the child labor percentages using matplotlib. 

 
 

Week-12: WEB SCRAPING 

Install packages requests, flask and explore using (pip) 

a. Write a Python program that imports requests and fetch content from wiki page. 

b. Write a Python program to check the owner of the website 

c. Write a Python program to creating a soup object which will further be used to fetch details like title of the 

webpage. 

 

V. REFERENCE BOOKS: 

1. Jacqueline Kazil& Katharine Jarmul,” Data Wrangling with Python”, O’Reilly Media, Inc,2016 

2. Dr. Tirthajyoti Sarkar, Shubhadeep,” Data Wrangling with Python: Creating actionable data from raw 

sources”, Packt Publishing Ltd, 2019.  

https://github.com/jbwhit/coal-exploration/blob/master/data/cleaned_coalpublic2013.csv
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2. Wes McKinney, “Python for Data Analysis: Data Wrangling with Pandas, NumPy, and IPython”, O’Reilly, 

2
nd

 Edition, 2018. 

3. Jake VanderPlas, “Python Data Science Handbook: Essential Tools for Working with Data”, O’Reilly, 2017. 

4. Y. Daniel Liang, “Introduction to Programming using Python”, Pearson, 2012. 

 

VI. WEB REFERENCES: 

1. https://www.dataquest.io/blog/sci-kit-learn-tutorial/ 

1. https://www.ibm.com/support/knowledgecenter/en/SS3RA7_sub/modeler_tutorial_ddita/modeler_tutorial_dd

ita- gentopic1.html 

2. https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets.php 

3. https://www.edx.org/course/analyzing-data-with-python 

4. http://math.ecnu.edu.cn/~lfzhou/seminar/[Joel_Grus]_Data_Science_from_Scratch_First_Princ.pdf 

5. https://www.programmer-books.com/introducing-data-science-pdf/ 

 


